Here dl is the element of arc length, C~1{xAr)r-. r = C~1{xAr)ijkiTkinj represents the bulk compliance energy density and the vector n is the unit normal pointing into the matrix phase. The interface compliance energy density is /3-1|rn|2 = ß^TijrijTikn where repeated indices indicate summation. In order to include the broadest spectrum of load cases we suppose that g belongs to the space H~i(dū)2. To expedite the presentation we denote the set of all tractions g G H~i(dū)2 such that Jdūgdl = 0 by L.
The first term of the functional C{Ar , r) is associated with the bulk compliance energy, while the second term gives the compliance energy of the interface. The minimizer tat is precisely the stress tensor inside the composite and is related to the elastic displacement u Ar by the constitutive law: tav -C(xAr)e(uAr) where e{uAr ) is the elastic strain tensor. Here uat is allowed to be discontinuous across the interface and belongs to the function space Hx( f2'T)2. We set 6 = divi¿^r. The displacement satisfies Navier's displacement equations of equilibrium given by (Àr ~b ļlr^XLAri = ^5 ^ = I? 2, in AVi (T3) and (Am ~l~ ßm)@n =0, % -1, 2, in Am. (T4) REINFORCEMENT 
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Across the interface one has
[TArijrii] =0 on T. (1.5) Here the jump in a quantity q across the interface is den the subscripts indicate traces on the reinforcement and m
In order to give the jump conditions for the displacem into components normal and tangential to the interface. gent vector obtained by counter-clockwise rotation of n component of the traction is given by and the nor The displacement discontinuity is related to the traction "Hooke's" law:
TAr.tJ nßj = -ß[uAri í»]* Last we note that the compliance energy is proportional to the work done against th load and is given in terms of the elastic displacement as
The reinforcement phase can have several disconnected components. The contribution of each component to the compliance energy is investigated. A geometric criterion related to the shape and size of a component is found that determines when the effects of imperfect bonding overcome the benefits of the reinforcement. The criterion is general and applies to any simply connected component E of the reinforcement phase provided that the boundary of E does not intersect the boundary of the design domain ÎÎ. In order to give the criterion we introduce the fourth-order tensor
Here each element of T has dimensions of length. the magnitude of the interfacial compliance with re between the reinforcement and matrix phases. We T provide a natural length scale for the selection o geometric parameter intrinsic to E is given by For a given reinforcement configuration Ar, we focus our attention on one of the components of the reinforcement phase denoted by E. We let Ar' E denote the reinforcemen configuration without the component E. The compliance energy for this configuration i given by E(Ar'£,g). We write a -<r(E) to indicate its dependence on the geometry of the reinforcement E. We denote the identity tensor on 2 x 2 strains by I and introduce the isotropic fourth-order tensor cr(E)/. The effect of the reinforcement is given by th following compliance inequality. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are directly applicable to problems of op for plane strain problems. A prototypical problem is the optim reinforced with disks of different radii. Each disk has compl has compliance C~l. Here we suppose that each disk is made fro C"1 < C'1. The class of admissible designs is given by the se consisting of a finite number of non-intersecting disks. We res disks to be less than a prescribed area fraction Qr of the desig lower bound is placed on the size of the disks nor do we place a of disks appearing in any design. We show in Theorem 5.1 th configurations of disks can be found among those that contain disk or equal to ^7 or no disks at all. It is evident that minimizing progressively finer suspensions of disks (i.e., homogenized desi
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the complianc proved. The existence of a minimizer for the variational definit Section 3, and a is calculated for a disk in Section 4. Section 5 the compliance inequality to problems of optimal design. This theorem will be established in the sequel.
We apply the uniform bounds to extract a subsequence (dn(pmi (prn) converging in if1(9U) X H2(dT>) to the pair (h, u). Application of the Sobolev Imbedding shows that (dn<£m> <£>m) converges strongly in üf1/2(9E) x iJ3/2(dE). We le solution of the boundary value problem A 2<j) = 0 on E, dn(j) = h on 9E, (3.5) 0 = u on 9E.
Putting wm = -0 we apply the regularity theorem for Dirichlet's problem for the biharmonic operator (cf. [3] ) to find a constant C independent of m such that
||Wm||tf2(E) < C(||Wm||tf3/2(dE) + ''dnWm''Hi/2(dI¡)). (3.6)
This estimate together with the strong convergence of (dn<¿?m, <pm) shows that the sequence (pm converges strongly to 0 in H2( E). It now follows that J <t>,ij 4*iij dx = 1. (3.7)
From the uniform bounds it is evident that 0 G H2 (d E) and dn0 G ff1(9E). Thus by regularity theory for the Dirichlet problem we find that 0 G if5/2 (E). It is easily seen that jdTt<ļ>dl = 0 and fdE 0,¿ dl = 0, i = 1, 2 and we conclude that 0 G C. To establish that 0 is a minimizer we first expand The goal now is to show that dsMs(fb) + Q(fb) = Mn(fb) = 0. From this we easily see that /s 'fbj'2dx = 0 and conclude that fb is a linear function, see [2] . The following system of functions can easily be constructed from linear combinations of eigenfunctions associated with S. The system is given by r2; rk cos fc0, rk sin &0, k = 2,3,...; rk+2 cos kO, rk+ 2 sin &0, fc = 1,2,3,.... We consider the problem of minimizing the compliance energy over the class of designs composed of suspensions of stiff elastically isotropic disks immersed in a more compliant elastically isotropic matrix. Here the suspensions consist of a finite number of nonintersecting disks of different radii. We suppose that the suspension takes up no more than a prescribed area fraction 0r of the total composite domain E. However, we assume no lower bound on the disk radii and place no constraint on the number of disks. Denoting the zth disk by Bi we write Ar = (J We denote this class of suspensions by Qor. We consider the subclass SQor of Qor, defined to be all suspensions with disk radii greater than or equal to I7. For a prescribed traction g G L on the boundary <9E, we consider the problem:
min{£;(Ar,5): Ar € Qor}. (5.1)
We have the following optimal design theorem. 
